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Abstract

The focus of the paper is required interaction of Command and Control (C2) applications and the tactical network on which they effectively operate. Command and control applications will always require communications capabilities. There are numerous examples of command and control applications that have been developed without adequate attention to the realities of tactical networks. The results of various tests and experimental efforts where tactical networks were characterized in operationally realistic environments are provided within the discussion. Connectivity, latency, and throughput related data is presented to make a case that tactical communications cannot now, and will never likely, achieve wired communications capabilities. In fact, these environments perform significantly below the levels achievable on a wired network. As such, C2 applications must accommodate the anticipated performance characteristics associated with tactical networks in order to meet the required C2 capabilities, current and emerging, of the war fighters. Since these applications are dependant on the tactical communications, the development process must address the integration of these applications into the total operational architecture. Integration implies not only the sharing of common resources but also the resolution of compatibility issues, such as those discussed in this paper. Integration is not easily or inexpensively achieved after the fact, therefore must be addressed early in the application design process. Performance characteristics for the networks tested in the referenced efforts are provided as extrapolations to the anticipated tactical networks of the future. The relevant C2 test bed configurations are also discussed enabling C2 application development in wired environments, while simulating reasonable tactical network connectivity. The anticipated future enhancement of military Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence (C4I) capabilities necessitate the intelligent amalgamation of new C2 applications and improved communications services. The development of the C2 applications with relevant tactical network connectivity information will significantly improve the applications’ operational performance characteristics.

Introduction

“Comms sucks,” has been the mantra for most of the Armed Services for as long as communications has been a component of warfare. In the early days of modern warfare, voice communications was the primary means of communications. Limited or non-existent communications were often relatively easy to detect, although often not easy to remedy. In the more modern era where digital communication and advanced command and control applications are executed over a digital network, the accuracy of the information presented as part of a status or situational update is often unclear to the war fighter. In many cases, this information is inaccurate due to technical challenges or physical limitations to the communications information systems. The authors of this paper are primarily communicators who have witnessed a disturbing trend in recent years by command and control developers who develop applications based, at least implicitly, on two erroneous and somewhat dangerous assumptions:

1. At some point tactical wireless networks would be nearly ubiquitous in the battlefield.
2. At some point tactical wireless network connectivity and/or performance would approach levels of performance comparable to existing wired digital networks.

The authors believe these two assumptions made by many applications developers are short-sighted. While there is likely concurrence on the general implication that a wired network will always exceed wireless networks in basic network capabilities, there are numerous examples of C2 applications which have been developed in a wired environment, without attention to the trade-offs required for operation in a tactical wireless environment. Alternatively, some C2 application development processes attempt to model the network environment to minute detail, thereby resulting in a stove-piped approach where significant resources are spent modeling a network, or even worse a particular radio approach. The application is then expected to operate on a completely different network or radio. The authors present data that suggest basic network characteristics, namely throughput, packet loss, and latency, are all that are needed to effectively allow application developers to model tactical networks. Physical, Media Access Control (MAC), and network layer details are not necessary. It is not prudent for application developers to address this level of detail in the communications modeling or simulation efforts. As such, developing applications in environments similar to those discussed in this paper will produce C2 applications, or other applications, that are tolerant of emerging tactical networks.

In the following sections, guidance and supporting data gathered from a number of Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations and similar large-scale demonstrations help make the point that tactical wireless network communications will neither be ubiquitous, nor will they ever approach comparable levels of performance to a wired network. A set of guidelines supported by the data is proposed to layout generic performance characterization numbers that application developers can use to build applications that with better performance over the tactical networks envisioned by the future war fighters.

The subsequent section provides specific details related to the communications network architecture for three tactical network demonstrations that have been conducted. The first network is based on the Extending the Littoral Battlespace Advanced Concept Demonstration (ELB ACTD ACTD), which was conducted in Southern California in 2001. The second is based on the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)/ARMY Boeing Lead System Integrator (LSI) Future Combat System (FCS) Communications baseline characterization demonstration and test conducted in New Jersey in 2003. The third is based on data collected at Marine Corps Tactical System Support Activity (MCTSSA), Camp Pendleton using a Littoral Combat Future Naval capability (LCFNC) secure wireless Local Area Network (LAN) test bed. This test bed is meant to replicate wireless connectivity in and around a command post. In all these cases, data is provided in the discussion that can enhance the understanding of application developers of the type of wireless communications performance parameters such as throughput, packet loss and latency. The intent of providing this data in the format of these demonstration cases is the generation of the guidance information relevant to the types of networks believed to be typical tactical architectures.
This paper concludes with recommendations on how C2 application developers can establish laboratory simulations to provide realistic communications environment in the laboratory environment. There are several commercial software packages and freeware available that allow the creation of a laboratory network, providing reasonable throughput, packet loss and latency limitations. In addition, limitations of other important parameters allow the application developers a reasonably reliable and deterministic environment which to develop applications. The authors have successfully used such environments with other application developers prior to the subsequent field testing to ensure that application performance characteristics are suitable to the end user prior to actual fielding in the demonstration venues.

Architecture
Most communicators believe that future tactical networks will have a heavy reliance on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) for extended range; however for network architectures it matters little if there are unmanned vehicles, only that these nodes are elevated airborne platforms and that their primary mission, or a significant component of their primary mission, is to serve as a communications relay. This is an important distinction because if an airborne asset is designated to serve primarily intelligence or other missions, it typically would not be available to serve as an effective communications relay. The lack of relay platform availability would, therefore adversely affect the reliability and total network availability. Data from two of the three experimentation and demonstration efforts addresses architectures where the primary mission of the airborne relay was communications, primarily to link ground based communications nodes. Because of the robust data collected, the majority of this paper will address the Extending the Littoral Battle Space Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ELB ACTD) and the architecture implemented in the Major System Demonstration II (MSDII), in June 2001. Later discussions will address the architectures and limited data sets from the Boeing Lead System Integrator (LSI) Demonstration, conducted to support the Army’s Future Combat Systems, and the architecture and data collected as a component of the Secure Mobile Networks test configuration at MCTSSA.

ELB ACTD Network Architecture
The ELB ACTD MSDII Network Architecture was heavily dependent on UAV relays to form connectivity between ground nodes as diagramed in Figure 1: ELB ACT MSDII Communications and Network Architecture. There were several physical layer communication tiers used to establish the heterogeneous communications network. The primary radio systems used in the ELB ACTD consisted of the following:

- Tactical Common Data Link (TCDL), Harris Corporation
- VRC-99, BAE Systems Corporation
- NTDR by ITT Industries
- 802.11B, Orinoco
The ELB ACTD architecture involved several ships, as many as four aircraft serving as communications relays, a relatively significant number of ground based communication nodes (approximately 20), and as many as 100 End User Terminals (EUTs). Figure 2: MSDII Logical Network Architecture, illustrates the ELB ACTD MSDII logical network architecture, which depicts the different radio systems that were used in the architecture and the manner in which they were implemented. Figure 2 provides some insight into a typical deployment and the communications network as it was implemented in the ELB ACTD MSDII. The operations area for the ELB ACTD’s communication network was approximately 200 nautical miles from the ship to the furthest on-shore maneuvering element and nearly 100 nautical miles wide.

While this paper is not meant to address a particular radio system, and instead to address a heterogeneous network comprised of multiple radio systems, it is important to have a basic understanding of the radio systems that comprise this network. Therefore, the following sections will briefly describe the ELB ACTD tiered architecture.
**Tier One**

The ELB ACTD’s lowest tier, Tier One, was used to connect individual soldiers or individual Marines typically carrying a laptop device with an 802.11b Orinoco card inserted in the laptop. During the ELB ACTD demonstration, these individual devices were referred to as End User Terminals (EUTs). Typical range of the EUT, as carried by a Marine, was a few kilometers. During the ELB ACTD, the end user terminals were equipped with 6 watt power amplifiers and external antennas to extend the range of the dismounted units. Figure 3: MSDII Marine with EUT depicts a Marine during MSDII using an end user terminal. In all cases, EUTs were used to provide connectivity to the closest communications relay node. In many cases the closest communications relay node was a ground based High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) or Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV) as illustrated in Figure 4: MSD2 HMMWV/SUV used as Relay. It was also possible and routine during ELB ACTD MSDII to have EUTs connected to an overhead asset (i.e. a fixed wing manned aircraft or a rotary wing tactical aircraft). The EUTs were configured to form connectivity to the closest communication node that supported Tier One connectivity, whether the closest relay was overhead or on the ground.
Figure 3. MSDII Marine with EUT

Figure 4. MSDII HMMWV/SUV used as Relay
**Tier Two**

In the ELB ACTD architecture, Tier Two primarily consisted of VRC-99’s and NTDR radio systems. These radios were used to connect communication nodes such as ground based SUV’s or manned, fixed wing, or rotary wing aircraft that were serving as communications relays. Figure 5: MSDII Fixed Wing Aircraft, illustrates one of the commercial fixed wing aircraft used as a communication relay during the exercise. In all cases the aircraft served both a Tier One function of providing basic connectivity from end users to the first Tier Two node, as well as provided Tier Two connectivity to link communications nodes.

![Figure 5. MSDII Fixed Wing Aircraft](image)

As seen in Figure 2 it was not uncommon to have an aircraft link other aircraft which could link ground based communication vehicles (CVs), as well as provide Tier One connectivity to support EUT connectivity into the communications network. However, in most cases a single airborne communications vehicle did not simultaneously serve as both a primary EUT entry point and as a communications relay point for the Tier Two network. In most cases an aircraft served one or the other function, although there was nothing in the configuration that precluded it from serving both functions. Since Tier Two aircraft were meant to routinely provide connectivity for other Tier Two nodes, they were stationed in such a manner that would not provide significant end user connectivity options. As depicted in Figure 2, MSDII Tier Two links were typically maintained at ten to thirty nautical miles between aircraft, as well as ten to thirty nautical miles from aircraft to ground communication nodes.
Tier Two was also used to link the four ships that supported the ELB ACTD MSDII architecture. The four ships did not necessarily have line of sight to all other ships and it was not typical to have the ships form a full mesh network. More common was one or two of the ships acted as a central hub and relayed for the other ship(s). It is important to note that the network architecture did not preclude the ships from becoming a full mesh network. The VRC-99 and NTDR radios had an ad-hoc capability that allowed the network to form whatever configuration was required to maintain network connectivity. From the point of view of the communications and network architecture, the ship’s Tier Two connectivity and ground node to ground node communications capability did not require an airborne relay other than what would normally be required for ship-to-ship or ground-to-ground connectivity. It is also important to note that during the MSDII, aircraft were often used to extend the range between the ships.

**Tier Three**

The ELB ACTD MSDII architecture was designed to span a distance of approximately 200 nautical miles. Due to the large requisite operations area, a Tier Three communications link was required to provide connectivity from one of the major ships, the USS Coronado, to the first airborne relay. In addition, an aircraft-to-aircraft Tier Three airborne relay was required. Tactical Common Data Link (TCDL) was used to implement Tier Three connectivity. During the exercise it was fairly routine to get Tier Three links of up to eighty nautical miles from the ship to the first aircraft and Tier Three links of approximately forty nautical miles between aircraft. The communications architecture as diagrammed in Figure 2 was a routine deployment of communications and networking architecture of the ELB ACTD during the MSDII. Later sections of this paper will provide data on the throughput, packet loss and latency over the ELB ACTD MSDII network.

**Boeing Lead System Integrator (LSI) Demonstration Architecture**

Since the Lead System Integrator (LSI) Demonstration conducted to support the Army’s Future Combat Systems has just completed many data sets are still being analyzed. However, initial results are included in the following sections to support the case that the ELB ACTD architecture and the associated collected data are being substantiated by other demonstrations and tests.

The LSI architecture was very consistent with a single aircraft ELB ACTD architecture. Ground based communications vehicles were used to provide basic end user (dismounted user) connectivity and airborne assets were used to link ground based communications vehicles. The LSI demonstration consisted of a multi-tiered architecture similar to the ELB ACTD. In the LSI demonstration VRC-99 radios were used as the primary backbone radio to form a heterogeneous network. ITT Industries Small Unit Operations (SUO) radios were used to provide dismounted connectivity to ground nodes. Stub networks were formed using Rockwell Collins wide band Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) radios (a surrogate for the Wideband Networking Waveform (WNW) networking wide band waveform JTRS radio system), ITT SUO, and a Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) Future Combat System (FCS) Communications Raytheon
directional antenna based communications system. Limited datasets from the LSI Demonstration are provided in following sections of this paper.

**Littoral Combat Future Naval Capability (LCFNC) Secure Mobile Networks Test Configuration Architecture**

In addition to the ELB ACTD and LSI networks, data collected at the Littoral Combat Future Naval Capability (LCFNC) Secure Mobile Networks (SMN) test configuration on Camp Pendleton, California will be presented in the following sections. Figure 6 diagrams the network as it presently exists at the MCTTSA compound on Camp Pendleton.

![MCTSSA LCFNC TestBed Architecture](image)

**Figure 6. LC FCN MCTSSA Secure Mobile Networks Test Bed**

It is important to note that at this time very few of the Secure Mobile Network (SMN) assets are mobile. However, efforts are underway to add mobility to the architecture to create a more tactically realistic test set configuration. The SMN test bed is investigating several communication systems. The primary system to date and the one on which data will be presented in this paper is SECNET 11. SECNET 11 is a type one secure 802.11B radio being developed by Harris Corporation to support wireless LAN connectivity for tactical and operational users.
ELB ACTD Dataset

Figure 7: ELB ACTD Demonstration Headquarters to a Direct Connected Aircraft, represents one of the simplest and easily understood datasets collected as a component of the ELB ACTD. Illustrated is the packet loss and range graphed on a single graph (top), as well as a packet loss and bearing applied on a single graph. Figure 7 denotes a single link from one ground node to an aircraft. This link was formed with a VRC-99 Tier Two radio. As depicted in the graph, the ranges vary from approximately 5 to 20 nautical miles. Packet loss varies from relatively low percentages to periods of 100% packet loss. During the test, at approximately five hours duration, an overall packet loss of 27% was computed.

Figure 7: ELB ACTD Demonstration Headquarters to a Direct Connected Aircraft

Figure 8: ELB ACTD Demonstration Headquarters to a Direct Connected Aircraft, illustrates a networking configuration similar to that of Figure 7, a single ground based node to a single aircraft overhead. The ranges varied between 30 and 40 nautical miles and bearing appeared to be relatively consistent. Packet loss varied from 0% to 70%. Overall packet loss of 13% was computed for the entire course of this test.
As seen in Figures 7 and 8, it is not necessarily correct to assume that longer ranges lead to increased packet loss. Numerous parameters need to be included in the link equations and used to determine the network connectivity. The important result depicted in Figures 7 and 8 is that the packet loss is not equivalent to that expected in a wired environment and therefore must be factored into the C2 application performance over tactical networks. Even in the most basic configuration of a single hop network, packet loss varies widely over the course of the test process, with averages in the tens of percent loss and significant periods when no communication is available.

There are numerous reasons why packet loss is in the tens of percent and why there are periods when it is not possible to pass data packets. These reasons include:

1. Aircraft pitch and roll where communication paths are blocked by aircraft wings or fuselage,
2. Antenna beam patterns,
3. Basic link budget ranges,
4. Electro-magnetic Interference (EMI) considerations in the area of the aircraft relay or the ground based node.

The reasons for the inability to form networks that have extremely low packet loss is not as important as the realization that forming tactical networks based on aircraft relays with packet losses of a few percent or no periods of uninterrupted communications is not possible. As such, application developers must consider these operational realities in the application development process, as well as in the development of protocols that run over tactical communications networks.
Another significant component of the ELB ACTD network connectivity was that soldiers or Marines could be deployed without a supporting ground vehicle. Communications connectivity could be achieved with overhead relays such as a UAV. Figure 9: EUT (Ground Dismounted End User) Connectivity to an Aircraft, is a data set that was collected when an aircraft was allocated to provide connectivity to end users who were generally within line of sight of that aircraft. As general guidance, line of sight from ground nodes to aircraft was considered reasonably reliable when tow conditions existed:

1. aircraft flew a circle with approximately a ten nautical mile diameter, and
2. end user terminals were located within that ten nautical mile diameter circle.

![GPS data](image)

![Heartbeat](image)

![SNR](image)

**Figure 9: EUT (Ground Dismounted End User) Connectivity to an Aircraft**

Figure 9 illustrates the ranges from the end user terminals on the ground to the aircraft in which distances ranged from 15 nautical miles to as short as 5 nautical miles. Figure 9 illustrates that the packet loss and user connectivity to the aircraft was significantly impacted when ranges exceeded the 10 nautical miles. It is interesting to note that when the aircraft had connectivity to the end user on the ground, periods when range was less than 10 nautical miles, packet loss was relatively low and users had almost perfect connectivity. Also noteworthy is how quickly the packet loss degrades. Figure 9 is not meant to provide evidence that 10 nautical miles is of particular significance, as different amplifiers, different frequencies, or different radio configurations would have provided different results. Instead, Figure 9 is meant to provide input to C2 application developers that the transition period in tactical networks can be very sharp or abrupt and C2 protocols and applications must account for such abrupt network connectivity changes.
Another component of the ELB ACTD communication architecture was the requirement for aircraft to aircraft communications to extend the overall range. Figure 10: ELB ACTD TCDL Connectivity Air-to-Air, is Tier Three TCDL used to link aircraft to aircraft. There are significant periods when packet loss is significantly low. There are other periods when packet loss approaches 100%. Figure 10 denotes that range between the aircraft varies from 40 to 90 nautical miles. Much like earlier figures, this figure is not meant to represent range limitations of a particular radio, since variations would be configuration dependent. However, the data is meant to represent the fact that network connectivity can transition very quickly from periods of relatively robust communications connectivity to relatively significant periods of no connectivity at all tiers in the network.

The last major component of ELB ACTD network connectivity was TCDL connectivity from the ship to the first Tier Three TCDL aircraft. Figure 11: TCDL Ship to Air Connectivity, depicts typical results achieved as a function of throughput, latency and packet loss at a range of approximately 20 miles from the ship to the first Tier Three TCDL aircraft. This particular test procedure was meant to ramp through various throughputs from approximately 500 kilobits a second to 3 megabits a second over the course of the test period. Packet loss in early stages of the test were extremely low and at the end of the test became significant. In this particular case, packet loss is not attributable to the function of range or network connectivity. Instead, it is a function of the throughput exceeding the physical limitations of the link, known as network congestion. Communicators generally assume that network congestion will be a
significant issue in tactical networks. There is little doubt that the requirements of end users for bandwidth and throughput will exceed the capabilities of the network system. Therefore, application developers must take into consideration packet loss and latency that result from the inherent physical limitations of the network as it is deployed. Developers must also account for packet loss and latency increases that are a result of network congestion. There are numerous Quality of Service (QoS) schemes being investigated and employed by Telecordia, BBN Technologies, Boeing Corporation and other commercial and military R&D organizations to help prioritize and potentially minimize the impact of network congestion. However, when the network is offered more traffic than it can physically accommodate, decisions must be made prior to transmission through the radios to discard packets to the level that can be accommodated by the radios that comprise the heterogeneous network. Figure 11: TCDL Ship to Air Connectivity, is provided to present these inherent limitations.

Figure 11: TCDL Ship to Air Connectivity, is not meant to imply that 3 megabits per second is a limitation for current or emerging networks. Instead, it was a limitation of the radio in a particular configuration employed to support ELB ACTD MSDII. Other current and emerging radio systems would have different results in terms of the wide scaling. However, it is believed that while the scaling on the Y axis may change, the performance characteristics would remain relatively consistent almost without regard to
which radio system under test. Application developers must take into account the impact of increasing throughput requirements placed on the network by the C2 applications. It is important to note that other testing efforts which have data yet to be released suggest that attempts to make TCDL or comparable high data rate directional antenna systems into networked systems (This refers to systems that are capable of rapidly switching from pointing at one node to pointing at another as the would be required in a multipoint networked configuration) substantially increases packet loss. Perhaps intuitively, one would expect higher loss due in large part to the constant, or nearly so, requirement to switch or re-steer antennas and reform network connectivity. It is hoped that data on high data rate directional antenna network approaches will be provided in future papers. At this time, it is reasonable to suggest that TCDL’s periods of low packets loss are attributable to high antenna gain and steered directional antennas, creating a challenge to support high data rate directional antenna networking (as compared to point-to-point links) on a very small percent of the nodes in the network.

LSI Demonstration Dataset

Figures 12: Army LSI Demonstration Ground A-Airborne-Ground B Connectivity and Figure 13: Army LSI Demonstration Ground B -Airborne-Ground A Connectivity, are from a recently completed LSI demonstration in New Jersey. The network architecture had similar characteristics to the ELB ACTD architecture. Figures 12 and 13 graphically depict the throughput achieved between two ground based communication vehicles that were linked via an airborne relay. In both cases, throughput is the quality that is depicted in the graph. However, the graph is meant to demonstrate packet loss or connectivity. The dataset for this test generated one 100 byte packet every second yielding a maximum network throughput of .8 kilobits a second. Figures 12 and 13 graphically depict the connectivity between two ground based nodes in both directions. Figure 12 shows the data sent from Node A to Node B while Figure 13 shows the data being sent by node B to Node A. During the period of this test, the nodes were connected by a single airborne...
relay with no aircraft to aircraft connectivity. Overall success rate for Figure 12 was approximately 67%, while overall success rate for Figure 13 was approximately 72%. The slight difference in the percentages is likely a function of the inaccuracies of the testing or data collection system. The authors’ general perception during the LSI demonstration was that approximately 70% of the packets transmitted through the dual hop network were delivered to remote stations. Additional post processing is still being conducted. However, it is important to note that ELB ACTD data sets for end-to-end connectivity provided comparable results, therefore increasing the level of confidence in the collected data.

For application developers, especially noteworthy is the fact that it was extremely rare to have long periods of 100% connectivity, and extremely common to have periods of connectivity approximately 80 to 90%. It was also not uncommon to have relatively long periods, tens of seconds and possibly up to minutes, where there appeared to be poor connectivity or no connectivity between the two ground nodes. These two findings are significant and are supported by a large number of data sets. Application developers must account for these findings. Consequences for not appreciating these network characteristics include increased development costs or simply the inability to field these applications in operational systems.

**Throughput Requirements of C2 Applications**

The previous sections have focused primarily on network connectivity as a function of packet loss. This section will briefly address the throughput requirements that command and control applications have placed on tactical networks. It is understood that new command and control applications are emerging and that no application will produce identical results to other comparable applications. Figure 14: ELB ACTD’s IMMAMCS C2 Application Throughput Requirements, depicts a typical throughput requirement placed on the network by Integrated Marine Multi-Agent Command and Control System (IMMAMCS), the primary command and control application used during ELB ACTD’s MSDII.
The data in Figure 14 is a graph of the network requirements from the perspective of a ship where the IMMACCS servers were located. It is assumed that command and control applications will have either a client-server relationship or if they have a peer-to-peer relationship they will have what effectively functions as gateway nodes in the C2 architecture (e.g. moving the client server model closer to the clients). It is generally assumed that there will be a mechanism to allow command and control functionality from individual soldiers or Marines to a gateway or server, and that the gateway or server would perform a replication function and multicast or broadcast to other soldiers or Marines in the battle space. Figure 14 illustrates clear periods where the traffic from a particular server generally exceeded the traffic coming into the interface. During periods when the server is not performing a significant download of new information as occurred at the beginning of the dataset, the aggregate traffic into the server is approximately equal to the traffic from the server to the remote users.

While network throughput changes as a function of the radio systems, especially noteworthy is the unlikely idea that there will never be an overabundance of available throughput in tactical networks. During the ELB ACTD it was generally assumed that communication vehicles would have a throughput of approximately 100 kilobits per second and the total network capacity would be a few megabits per second. The current Joint Tactical Radio Systems (JTRS) specifications and other emerging networks are reasonably consistent with the ELB ACTD configuration. As such, C2 application developers can reasonably assume that total network throughput will be limited to a few megabits per second range, with a potential for key nodes to have substantially more while other nodes have substantially less, potentially a few hundred kilobits per second. In many cases, communication nodes will have an additional requirement to communicate with large numbers of end users. This is similar to the ELB ACTD’s Tier One 802.11b network, where a large number of end user terminals connected to a single communication vehicle. The implications for C2 applications are that the client server or
gateway functionality would be an important consideration in the architecture, since sever-to-server or gateway-to-gateway communications would require less network capacity than a server to a large number of end users.

Another important consideration that C2 application developers must take into account is the impact of packet size on the total network performance. As illustrated in Figure 15: Packet Size Impact on Network Throughput, packet size has a significant impact on the overall aggregate network throughput. Figure 15 is a data set collected as a component of the LCFNC Secure Mobile Network test bed at Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support Activity (MCTSSA). It is not meant to imply that throughput graphed on the Y axis is representative of throughput that can be anticipated in tactical network. However, there are a large number of data sets where packet size does have a significant impact on overall throughput on homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. While it would be beyond the scope of this paper to predict a single optimal packet size for tactical networks, an important consideration for C2 application developers may be to allow their packet size to be changed or modified as a configuration of the network on which it will operate.

Figure 15: Packet Size Impact on Network Throughput

Figure 16: Packet Size Distribution on ELB ACTD’s MSDII Network, is a snapshot collected during the ELB ACTD MSD2 that denotes the packet sizes on the network during particular phases of the MSD. There are significant periods when packet sizes are
relatively small, ranging from approximately 100 to 200 bytes. However, spikes are also noted when particular applications, notably Naval File Networks (NFN) and File Transfer Protocol (FTP), are prominently used on the network. During the ELB ACTD, network communicators worked very closely with C2 application developers to tune packet sizes resulting in NFN and FTP applications being tuned to more optimal sizes as determined by the network. Because NFN C2 application developers were able to accommodate packet size requests by the communications engineers, overall throughput for NFN was substantially higher than for the vast majority of applications, which were unable to accommodate packet size changes to provide more efficient handling by the radio systems that comprise the network.

![Figure 16: Packet Size Distribution on ELB ACTD’s MSDII Network.](image)

ELB ACTD C2 Application Guidelines

Table 1: Communications and Network Related Requirements for ELB ACTD MSDII, denotes the requirements communications engineers supporting the ELB ACTD MSDII provided to the application developers prior to the conduct of ELB ACTD MSD. Application developers would have a similar set of requirements provided for tactical networks on which their applications are envisioned to operate. This particular set of network related requirements, as used by the ELB ACTD, have been propagated to a number of tactical communication network designers. Although there are undoubtedly some changes that occur for each network, there is general concurrence by the community on the key features and potential key limitations of the network architectures.
Of particular note, and as presented in earlier data are the sections relating to throughput and packet loss. This includes the realization that there will be significant periods with no connectivity between major communication nodes in the network architecture. C2 application developers should be prepared to accommodate these periods. Based on recently collected data and emerging tactical communications systems, the connectivity requirements and the throughput and latency requirements noted in Table 1 appear to be reasonably accurate for current tactical systems and are not likely to change significantly with emerging systems. There is significant debate as to whether any table could capture the complex physical and network layer interactions of all communication systems.

However, as general guidelines for C2 application developers, these guidelines propose that connectivity, throughput, or latency approaching wired connectivity will not likely be achieved in a tactical wireless environment. Error!

**Table 1: Communications and Network Related Requirements for the ELB ACTD MSDII.**

- **Bandwidth:** 80 Kbits/sec minimum per CV (Communication Vehicle) node
- **Bandwidth:** 1 Mbit/sec aggregate across WARNET to all Nodes. This allows increases over the minimum bandwidth if fewer nodes are active.
- **CV Nodes:** 16 CV nodes, consisting of: 4 ships, 3 UAV surrogates, 1 Helo, 1 Demo Control node supporting Army Connectivity., 7 Ground mobile nodes
  - Ranges between CV nodes will be addressed under separate cover and will be used to determine CV node placement relevant to meet the defined requirements.
  - Configuration of CV nodes is not a function of the application and will respond to C.O. intend and technical capabilities.
- **EUT:** Less than 20 EUTs per CV node.
  - 3 minutes required for an EUT to roam from one CV to another
  - IP address for EUT will remain consistent and not change as a result of roaming between EUTs
- **Protocols:**
  - COTS TCP/IP will be supported within the constraints defined by other network aspects (i.e. COTS reliable delivery protocols need pay special attention to bandwidth, latency, packet loss, BER, etc. parameters)
  - Multicast will be supported across the network
    - Multicast addresses will be determined and defined with application developers to meet the needs of the developers.
- **Packet Loss:** Less than 20% over a several minute running average
- **Out-of-Comm:** Frequent ‘out-of-comm’ periods extending from 3 min to 30 min. and defined as any period with >20% packet loss.
- **Latency:** Average of 1 sec with a maximum of 3 sec.
- **Bit Error Rate:** $10^{-7}$ or better
- **Re-Broadcast:** All re-broadcasting is the responsibility of the applications running on Warnet.
- **Secure Enclaves:** Secure enclaves supporting Type 1 secret connectivity will be supported, within the above network limits.
- **Physical / Link / Network Layers:** Consistent with Internet standards a variety of radios system, MAC layers, unicast and multicast routing protocols will be utilized to meet the above network parameters. TCP/IP layer 3 (network layer) standards, within the parameters defined, will interface to the application.
C2 Application Recommendations

The ELB ACTD was generally considered a success. One of the primary reasons for this success is due to the close concert of the C2 application developers and communications and network engineers. Early testing made it apparent that the C2 applications would have to accommodate significantly higher levels of packet loss, significantly longer latency, and significantly less throughput than most of the application developers had originally envisioned. It was also the case in the ELB ACTD, and will likely be the case in future systems, that C2 application developers will not have access to the communications network prior to initial testing. Both the C2 application and network will be evolving at comparable rates and at comparable times. It is unrealistic for C2 application developers to expect to fully characterize any large scale heterogeneous tactical wireless network to a high enough degree to have specific throughput, latency, or packet loss data available. General guidance, however, needs to be used to ensure C2 applications can accommodate relatively significant packet loss, relatively large latencies, and relatively low throughput when compared to wired networks.

C2 application developers would also prefer and are more efficient when able to develop applications in a wired laboratory environment. This approach is problematic because C2 application developers will be testing in a significantly better environment than the application will operate. In the ELB ACTD, the environmental differences were addressed by the use of various network simulators. These simulators were inserted between the servers and the client in the network configuration. As depicted in

![Two Clouds Running in Parallel](image)

**Figure 17: Simplified ELB ACTD C2 Application Laboratory Configuration Using Network Simulators Between Clients and Servers**
Figure 17: Simplified ELB ACTD C2 Application Laboratory Configuration Using Network Simulators Between Clients and Servers, the network simulators were used between the clients and servers in the network to inject packet loss, increase latency, create periods of no network connection, and limit throughput. This proved to be extremely beneficial in the design process. Use of network simulators allowed the communications engineers to test the communications network independent of the C2 applications running on those networks, as well as allowed the refinement of parameters as it relates to throughput, latency and packet loss by adjusting settings on the simulators.

Table 2: ELB ACTD Network Simulator Setting for Testing C2 Applications, denotes the network simulator settings that were routinely used by the C2 applications developers in their lab environment. Note that baseline, worst case, and goal (or objective) settings were provided. Most C2 applications used during ELB ACTD’s MDS 2 were tested using all 3 of the test cases prior to fielding and on an ongoing basis during application development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Parameter</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Worst Case</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Limit – end-to-end</td>
<td>80 kbps</td>
<td>80 kbps</td>
<td>240 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency – normal distribution (end-to-end)</td>
<td>Avg = 1000 msec Std Dev = +/- 50 msec</td>
<td>Avg = 2000 msec Std Dev = +/- 1000 msec</td>
<td>Avg = 1000 msec Std Dev = +/- 50 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Fault – BER</td>
<td>10E-7</td>
<td>10E-7</td>
<td>10E-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Fault – Network Disconnection</td>
<td>Avg. Freq of occurrence = 10 min Range of disconnect time = 20 sec - 1 min</td>
<td>Avg. Freq of occurrence = 10 min Range of disconnect time = 30 sec - 5 min</td>
<td>Avg. Freq of occurrence = 10 min Range of disconnect time = 5 sec - 20 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Loss – Random Loss</td>
<td>20% loss</td>
<td>30% loss</td>
<td>10% loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: ELB ACTD Network Simulator Setting for Testing C2 Applications

The authors have also noticed the tendency by C2 application developers to over characterize the communications network on which the applications reside. It is not generally beneficial or required that C2 applications developers have a thorough knowledge of the underlying communications architecture. The parameters noted in Table 2, as it relates to throughput, latency, packet loss or link faults, are the primary characteristics that should concern the applications developers. Modeling individual radio systems or heterogeneous network systems to high degrees of fidelity to allow the development of C2 applications is not required or possible. In most cases, a relatively
simple and inexpensive network simulator with reasonably configured throughput, latency and packet loss characteristics will prove extremely beneficial in the application development process. Requiring applications developers to operate in an environment that is substantially degraded from a wired network environment has proven on numerous occasions to be a benefit in ensuring that C2 applications function in realistic tactical environments.

The benefit of incorporating these networking considerations into the C2 development process, ultimately in the test architecture, is truly noteworthy. These considerations will drive the system design, and more fundamentally, embraces open, modular system design concepts. Failure to consider these factors result in applications that cannot be integrated efficiently into the overall system architectures, cannot easily be evolved or maintained through their life cycle.

**Conclusions**

Both communications engineers and applications engineers need to work in an integrated fashion to ensure that the war fighter is provided new, effective C2 applications and enhanced communications to conduct their required missions. With a lack of technical coordination, the delivered C2 products will lack the required capability for the end user. Unfortunately, this degraded performance often is attributed to poor communications. Undoubtedly, if wired-like communication capabilities in a tactical environment, significantly more C2 applications would function in the field as they do in the laboratory. The data and discussion in this paper is presented to make the case that it is simply not possible now or in the future to provide wireless connectivity comparable in throughput, latency and packet loss to wired connectivity. Therefore, the only remedy includes:

1. C2 applications better accommodate a less than perfect and less than ubiquitous tactical communications network
2. Applications and communications engineers need to work in an integrated fashion to ensure that developers have the necessary tools in the laboratory setting to effectively simulate tactical networks.

When C2 application developers and communications engineer are able to share this design responsibility the war fighter will benefit with the inevitable command and control functionality. The recognition by the C4ISR development community that this level of technical and programmatic commitment to the integration of communications and C2 system design processes is required will ultimately result in better technology products, more seamless transition to fielded systems, and realizable spiral development processes.
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Tactical Networks

• If you have ever worked with Tactical networks
  – Quickly realize
  • Do not match wired networks in
    – Throughput
    – Reliability / packet delivery (loss) / connectivity
    – Are highly mobile
  – They are the mainstay of warfighter connectivity
    • Recent experience shows the benefits, and cost, of having (or not having) reliable tactical networks
      – Knowing where your friends are is very important in fast paced hostile environments
        » Prevents you from being fired on, allow you to fire / react more quickly

• Nearly unimaginable we would consider a fast paced large or medium scale military action without the deployment of tactical data networks
  – They are, to an every increasing degree, becoming a critical part of modern warfare
Tactical Networks

• Mostly discussing mobile networks used by warfighters on the pointy end of the spear
  – Wireless, mobile, ad hoc, often air borne relay based, on-the-move, over-the-horizon

• Not discussing Command Post large scale SATCOM type configurations
  – If it arrives on 10s of trucks and takes days to establish, it doesn’t meet the threshold for this discussion
Tactical C2 Apps

• Are the critical component that bring functionality to the applications
  – No one cares about communications without C2
  – However, you can’t “command and control” without communications

• At user (warfighter) level these systems have always been linked

• GCCS, C2PC, FBCB2, AFADTS
  – Well know “C2” applications in “common” use by warfighters
    • All used in Iraq Freedom
  – None define a communication path
  – All are intended to operate over “network of opportunity”
    • In many cases, they simply don’t
      – Or at least have lots of room for improvement
Network & Applications

• System approach – combination of Apps and network is the “problem”
  – To date we (developers of apps and networks) have done poor job of recognizing and adapting to limitations of the other
  – Result has been rather marginal performance of these systems
    • Rarely do warfighters believe C2 systems meet their requirements
    • Even when they believe C2 systems meets requirements – they “blame” comms system for poor performance and resultant poor C2
Network & Applications

• “We” must advance the current state of the art
• Next big strides will be made when application developers accept and compensate for “deficiencies” in tactical comms
• Tactical comms will improve, but
  – They will never be ubiquitous
    • There will be total comms outages and sometime they will last for minutes or 10s minutes
  – They will never have enough throughput
  – They will never have packet delivery approaching wired networks
Network & Applications

• Tactical networks currently have and will (likely) evolve to support
  – Packet loss on the order of 20-40%
    • Over a several minute average
  – Throughput on the order of 10s Kbps to/from each “major” node
    • Some key nodes will be higher, perhaps much higher, but C2 apps should be designed for the lower end, not the extremes
  – Total comms outages from few minutes to 10s minutes pretty “routinely”
  – Be very heterogeneous in nature
    • Don’t try to model any one radio / network approach it isn’t necessary
    • Instead, focus on basic “services” network provides
      – Build C2 applications tolerant of the services that can be provided
We Are Comms Guys

• Realize some in comms community disagree with our summary performance assessment, however
• We have lots of data to suggest we are “reasonably” accurate
• See no major “break through” in technology that will substantially change them
• Believe them reasonable enough to encourage their use by application developers
  – Guarantee they are much closer to reality (past, present, future) than developing on a wired Ethernet
ELB ACTD Architecture

Figure 1
ELB ACTD Technical Architecture

JOA 200nm x 100nm

- Tier 1 – Wavelan “subnet”
  - Tier 2 – VRC-99 NTDR Tier 2 “subnet”
  - Tier 3 – TCDL (pt. pt. link)

  - Seamlessly interconnected via Routers
  - All nodes highly mobile
  - Network dynamically reconfigures in real-time

Figure 2
Overall packet loss 27%.
overall packet loss 13%

Figure 4
02/24/2000
WaveLAN Testing
Racetrack
Bot 4 Patch, 9,000 ft, 62M

Figure 5
Figure 6
Ramp, 1000 byte Pkts, Air 20 nm, Partial Build, 62-500 Pkts/sec

Figure 7
Numerous Results

- Numerous demonstrations / test support basic network performance numbers
- Army / DARPA Future Combat System Lead System Integrator Scalable Mobile Network
  - Winter 2003
  - New Jersey
- Ongoing testing by ONR (LC FNC) at MCTSSA
- Data in paper
Recommendations

• Build applications on networks “comparable” to tactical networks
• Use simulators all the time in application labs
• Remain aware of “trends” in tactical networking that could change the “guidance”
• Do not attempt to account for every minor nuisance in radio / network performance
  – Build to the general performance characteristics of a heterogeneous network
  – NOT to the specifics of any one approach
    • Radio / networks and applications should develop utilization abstraction
    • Expect radio / network protocol to change and evolve
    • Should not adversely impact applications
      – If it does it was a poorly designed application
ELB Application Test Network

Two Clouds Running in Parallel

Figure 8
ELB (and other)

- To large extent single biggest contributing factor to success of ELB was “forcing” application developers to develop / test using network simulators
- Application developers rarely had access to “real” network
  - Proved not to be a limiting factor
  - Was not needed – simulators proved to be wholly adequate and allowed applications and network to develop in parallel
## ELB (and other) Settings

### Cloud Settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Parameter</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Worst Case</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Limit – end-to-end (across Simulator, no limits on AP to EUT connection)</td>
<td>80 kbps</td>
<td>80 kbps</td>
<td>240 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency – normal distribution (end-to-end)</td>
<td>Avg. = 1000 msec</td>
<td>Avg. = 2000 msec</td>
<td>Avg. = 1000 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev = +/- 50 msec</td>
<td>Std Dev = +/- 1000 msec</td>
<td>Std Dev = +/- 50 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Fault – BER</td>
<td>10E-7</td>
<td>10E-7</td>
<td>10E-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Fault – Network Disconnection</td>
<td>Avg. Freq of occurrence = 10 min Range of disconnect time = 20 sec - 1 min</td>
<td>Avg. Freq of occurrence = 10 min Range of disconnect time = 30 sec – 5 min</td>
<td>Avg. Freq of occurrence = 10 min Range of disconnect time = 5 sec – 20 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Loss – Random Loss</td>
<td>20% loss</td>
<td>30% loss</td>
<td>10% loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9
Summary

• Warfighter advances require the closer connection of C2 and comms for next big advance
• Don’t develop for or in “perfect” comms environment
  – Comms guys can not now nor ever be able to deliver it
• Develop using network performance specs, not particular radio / network types
• Data does exist to help develop a reasonable set of performance metrics to develop too